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Easy, effortless & endlessly 
versatile styles handcrafted 
for your comfort!
Embrace this season's trendiest
styles in 
warm & earthy hues.
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MELLOW
Take on the work week like a girl boss in our lemon

yellow  block heels. This pair of women’s shoes is made
using bright faux leather and a sleek block heel which is
perfect for a presentation as well as a post-work drink.



DOLCE
Subtle and stunning. Featuring delicate braided straps
and a sleek block heel, this pair provides support and

comfort in a fashionable pair of women’s shoes.



RIPPLE
Our braided tan flat sandals, are tailor-made for the
woman who’s elegant and refined but not without a

generous dose of sass. Style these women’s shoes with
flared trousers and a well-fitted crop top for maximum

impact.
 
 



AURA (CLEAR)
Let your feet do the talking in, these cool clear strap

flats. It elevates any outfit, from short dresses to straight
pants. It’s the perfect pair of ladies footwear for comfort

on the go.



AURA (ORANGE)
Let your feet do the talking in, these cool

clear strap, neonorange flats. It elevates any
outfit, from short dresses to straight pants.
It’s the perfect pair of ladies footwear for

comfort on the go.



DUSK 
Our braided black flat sandals, are tailor-made for the
woman who’s elegant and refined but not without a

generous dose of sass. Style these women’s shoes with
flared trousers and a well-fitted crop top for maximum

impact.

Be You.
Do You.
For
You.



DAWN 
Our braided tan flat sandals, are tailor-made for the
woman who’s elegant and refined but not without a

generous dose of sass. Style these women’s shoes with
flared trousers and a well-fitted crop top for maximum

impact.



CHARM (GOLD)
Comfort meets style in this pair of ladies footwear. Our
braided Gold flats. So versatile and easy to wear, you

can pair it with your Indian or Western outfits



CHARM (TAN) 
Comfort meets style in this pair of ladies footwear. Our
braided Tan flats. So versatile and easy to wear, you

can pair it with your Indian or Western outfits.



ROMAN 
Our tan gladiator flats, are tailor-made for the woman
who’s elegant and refined but not without a generous
dose of sass. Style these women’s shoes with flared

trousers and a well-fitted crop top for maximum impact.



BREZZA (PEACH) 
Casual running around for errands doesn’t mean you
have to look sloppy. Style your feet right in our thin

strappy sandals, that are all about comfort on-the-go.



BREZZA (GREY) 
Casual running around for errands doesn’t mean you
have to look sloppy. Style your feet right in our thin

strappy sandals, that are all about comfort on-the-go.



SORRIDI (BLACK)
Comfort meets style in this pair of ladies footwear. Our

braided Black low wedges add height without creating a
steep incline. So versatile, you can pair it with your

Indian or Western outfits.



SORRIDI (IVORY)
Comfort meets style in this pair of ladies footwear. Our

braided Black low wedges add height without creating a
steep incline. So versatile, you can pair it with your

Indian or Western outfits.



BLAZE
Let your feet do the talking in, these cool clear strap

sandals and glitter platforms.  It elevates any outfit, from
short dresses to straight pants. It’s the perfect pair of
ladies footwear for your next sundowner or luncheon



BELLA (TAN)
Our lattice-grid-inspired pair of tan flats, studded with

gold stones and pearls is the ideal pair to make a
statement in. Bring it out to your next Sunday brunch

paired with a cotton maxi summer dress in white and a
braided hairdo.



BELLA (GOLD)
Our lattice-grid-inspired pair of light gold flats, studded
with gold stones and pearls is the ideal pair to make a
statement in. Bring it out to your next Sunday brunch

paired with a cotton maxi summer dress in white and a
braided hairdo.


